Belgium Klub Sieger Show
Kiewit, Belgium July 27, 2008
ADRK Judge Dieter Hoffmann (Germany) - Males
FCI Judge Francesco Biondolillo (Italy) - Females

Special Thanks to Photographer Boris Pehar (Kennel Alten Bruecke, Croatia) By Kathleen Vos
A Rottweiler puts pawprints on your heart...

Results - www.rottweilerclub.be

Welkom, welcome, dobro,
doshli, isten hozta, failte,
willkommen, benvenuto,
benvinto, bienvenue,
wellkommen, valkommen,
velkommen...

BRK-CBR CLUBSHOW 27 07 2008
A day that we will not forget soon and this for many reasons.

received excellent results there as well.
was the trip more than worthwhile!

Two flies in one…. It

We invited 2 international Rottweiler specialists to judge our Klub
Sieger Show.
ADRK Judge Dieter Hoffmann (Germany)
accepted to judge the males (75 in the catalog) and FCI Judge
Francesco Biondolillo (Italy - the new President of the RCI Judge
his first show abroad) accepted to judge females (74 in the
catalog).
They both did great job in judging the whole day, giving a little bit
of explanation to the owners/handlers. All Rottweilers received
a nice written critique, diploma, glass statue with rottweiler in
profile and food of our sponsor Royal Canin.

We had a RECORD number of entries for our Belgium
Rottweiler Klub’s Sieger Show with 149 Rottweilers from 14
different countries:
Belgium, The Netherlands, France,
Germany, England, Luxemburg, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark,
Spain, Italy, Hongaria, Croatia and Serbia. There were only
13 absentees from 149 entries. We kept our fingers and toes
crossed that the weather would be at our side. The Saturday
before the show, we had lot of rain and thunder. It was only
Sunday evening while cleaning up the show grounds that
thunder started again so that was great. The temperature was
too hot for some handlers and dogs (28C or 83F).
We had really TOP dogs in the rings (but are not all of our
Rotts like that?). If he/she did not take first place in the ring,
I hope they kept it in our hearts. For full results visit
www.rottweilerclub.be. For the quality we had in our show,
you can try to make an idea from the pictures in this article.
Some participants went on Saturday to show their Rotts in
Kranenburg too (Germany - ADRK Judge Mr. Wulff) and

L-R - Francesco Biondolillo, Dieter Hoffmann & Sieger

All weekend, we heard all different languages and felt a
wonderful, warm, friendly friendship and sportsmanship between
the participants with their Rottweilers.
Also, the Rottweilers behaved in a very positive way. No
problems of dog aggression in/ or around the rings. A behavior

L-R: Alice, Laszlo with Josy von Hassberghohen, Siegerin,
Dirk Vandecasteele (president BRK-CBR), Francesco
Biondolillo, Dieter Hoffmann, Redouane with Sieger Burning
Des Princes D’ Aragone

We made new T shirts and pets with new logo of our BRK and
people liked it very much.

that we, as Rotti lovers, knew
about our well socialized and
educated dogs.

We invited Stefaan Timmermans and Tristan for a demo.
They are the 2008 Belgium Country Champion Freestyle
Starters - a FIRST TIME A ROTTWEILER HAS WON THE
CHAMPIONSHIPS!
They showed us that a Rottweiler is
able to learn and do so many kinds of work.

I was able to get the local
newspaper over to come to our
BRK KS. Not easy and I was
very proud for that! We had 2
journalists and 2 photographers
on Sunday on the field. On
Monday the local newspaper
placed a wonderful article with
photo s in the paper.
Finally, the Rott in positive light! The Rottweiler deserves this!
They said in headline... you will not hear any dog barking today...
And under the title... the Rottweilers are a shining in discipline
during the annual BRK KS.

In our last CAC show in May, we placed the spotlight on Anne
Marie with Aristo von Rabenschloss, who both do an excellent
work in elderly homes in Belgium.

And... the Rottweilers so many times in the media is described as
a dangerous dog. We showed that when in the correct hands,
they are lovable and obedient dogs. We had a wonderful
location for this event, a very big training field, excellent
concession, 2 big rings and plenty of place around for the
participants to camp during the show. We served excellent
Belgium cool beer and the kitchen did great job in making an
excellent BBQ. Our judge from last year, Fernando Lucas
Martins, flew over from Portugal with his wife, Julie, to see the
show. It was a big surprise and we had wonderful weekend
together with all Rottie lovers from all over the world. Same as
last show, all the participants received by email day after the
show a word of THANKS with the photo of the Siegers. I am sure
that the next year , we will have even more dogs here in Belgium.
So add the date in your agenda as the PLACE TO BE! WE
FELT PEOPLE HAD A GREAT WEEKEND TOGETHER AND SO
DID WE!!!!!! More reason to come visit is that the BRK-CBR has
the honour to organize the IFR world show in 2009 in Belgium.
May 21 & 22, 2009 IFR Congress and show on Saturday, May
23.
More info on invited judges and location will soon be on the
website.
www.rottweilerclub.be or http://ifrottweilerfriends.org

PHOTOS BY:
Boris Pehar (Croatia)
RESULTS:
www.rottweilerclub.be

Opening BRK Klub Sieger Show
LR: Francesco Biondolillo, Dirk
Vandecasteele, Dieter Hoffmann
Hyme from each country

Pit vom Hirtenplatz (Germany)
V1 Working Males

Holly de Breogan (Spain)
V1 Working Females &
Best Working Dog

Fardo van de Kolonienhoeve (Belgium)
V2 Intermedium Males

Youth Males - 1st to 4th Place
L-R: Indios dell Antico Guerriero (Italy), Astor von
Junipera (Croatia), Carlo Hause Haase (Spain) & Citar
aus Dem Land der Musketiere (France)

Dux von der Maxi Rott (Croatia)
V3 Intermedium Males

Adelina Od Vadanora (Italy)
V2 Youth Females

Balou von der Maxi Rott (Croatia)
V3 Working Males

Claus - (Italy) V1 CH Males

Indios Dell Antico Guerriero (Italy)
Best Youth Dog

Astor von Junipera (Croatia),
V2 Youth Males
Burning des Princes d’Aragone (France)
V1 Intermedium Class & BIS

Evelyn & Noris Hause Edelstein (Croatia)
Couple Class 2nd Place

Josy von den Hassberghohen (Germany)
V1 & Siegerin

Zeenah van het Quee-Rahof
V1 Veteran, Best Veteran

JOSY von den Hassberghohen (Germany) V1 & Best Female

Roma van Haysherak (Holland)
VP1 Female Baby Class

Emma von Brajnovic (Italy) V3 CH Females

Wothan vom Wilden Westen (Luxemburg)
SG Youth Males

Evelyn vom Hause Edelstein,
V1 Open Females

Siegerin Josy von den Hassberghohen &
Sieger Burning des Princes D Aragone

Eza van Bergereng (Belgium)
V4 Working Females

Gheisa from House Hertog (Belgium)
V1 Youth Females

Nicky Nice Jenssen with
Arzadons Laurintia (Denmark), V Youth Females

Darco van de Miwajahoeve
(Holland)

